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ABSTRACT  
Eko Budi Wijayanto. 2020. Descriptive Study of Indonesian-English Code Mixing in 
“Nessie Judge” YouTube Channel   English Language Education. Cultures and 
Languages Faculty. State Islamic Institute of Surakarta.   
Advisor : Irwan Rohardiyanto, S.S., M.Hum  
Key Words : sociolinguistics, code mixing, YouTube.  
This research is sociolinguistic study of code mixing in “Nessie Judge” 
YouTube channel. The research problem is what are the types of code mixing that 
found in “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel. The objectives of this study is to find out 
the types of code mixing used by in “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel.  
The research uses descriptive qualitative research. The main research 
instrument is the researcher himself. Techniques of collecting data are (1) Watching 
videos of “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel, (2) Re-watching videos while write 
down the transcript of it. (3) Determines the types of code mixing that is presented in 
the transcript. (4) Giving codes to each datum in order to be easy in analyzing the 
data. To analyzing the data, the researcher uses Miles and Huberman theory. There 
are (1) data reduction, (2) data display, and (3) conclusion drawing and verification.  
This research finds three levels of code mixing purposed by Suwito (1983) in 
“Nessie Judge” YouTube channel. Those are code mixing word level, code mixing 
phrase level, code mixing clause level, code mixing hybrid level, code mixing 
repetition word level, and code mixing idiom level. The most dominant type of code 
mixing that used by Nessie on “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel is code mixing word 
level which has 101 data. The using of code mixing by Nessie on her three YouTube 
videos entitled “Tips Belajar Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban Ujian Paling 
Ngawur!! (or creative, u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! 
Q&A+Giveaway” is mainly to help the viewers who want to learn about English and 
to acquaint that everybody can get the education not only on a school.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
In Indonesia, people usually use more than one language in 
communication. They combine their first language which is Indonesian 
language with the other language like English, Arabian language, Chines 
language, and others. Sometimes they also combine the Indonesian language 
with their local language based on their regions, like Javanese, Sundanese, 
Bugis, and others. Wardhaugh (2006: 202) stated that “code mixing occurs 
when conversant use both languages together to extend that they change from 
one language to other in the course of single utterance”. From Wardhaugh‟s 
statements above, it can be concluded that Indonesian people usually use code 
mixing in communication, but they do not know what it is called. In this 
study, the researcher will explain well about code mixing, so people will 
deeply know and understand about it.  
In this study, the researcher uses YouTube as a media to 
communication. YouTube also can be used as a media to facilitate the learnin 
process. Lestari (2017) stated that YouTube can be used as a learning media 
which non-conventional and people can accept it easily. YouTube show 
various content, such as news, games, tutorial, music, film, comedy, and also 
education content like English learning content. Learning in the form of 
1 
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visuals and attractive designs is very easy to download. Students will be very 
easy to absorb the information given by the teacher if it is presented with 
interesting images and visuals. YouTube can be used as a learning media that 
is considered difficult for students like English for example. As it is known 
that this course is considered difficult by some students because the material is 
quite extensive, languages taught by foreign languages and also reading 
material are quite difficult. So, YouTube in this object is very helpful for 
people who want to learn about English. There are manycontent creators who 
use more than one language to present their YouTube channel. As time goes 
on, The Indonesian YouTubers, especially for young YouTubers, they mix the 
Indonesian language with the English language. For example, Fatia Izati, 
Dedy Corbuzier, Sacha Stevenson, Agung Hapsah, and Nessie Judge. 
Indonesian teenagers, especially who have smart phone and watch 
YouTube certainly know about “Nessie Judge”, the channel is often appears in 
YouTube trending column. Her real name is Nasreen Anisputri Judge, then 
she made a YouTube channel as her stage name “Nessie Judge” at July 24th 
2012.At the first time, she only filled her channel with travel vlog videos 
which contained her daily life while she was living in Europe, and then in the 
mid-2017 she introduce her new content which is contained of informative 
videos named “NERROR (Nessie Horor)”. The videos on “NERROR” discuss 
about unsolved mysteries and conspiracy theories. “NERROR” is a big part of 
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Nessie‟s YouTube channel and it is the most desirable which is has more 
viewers than the other Nessie‟s videos. 
The researcher uses “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel as an object on 
this research because people so interest when we talk about modern 
technology, and also on every single video, Nessie always using code mixing 
in deliver her content. Then, some of her videos contain of English learning. 
So, the viewers can learn about English when they watch Nessie‟s videos. In 
this study, the researcher will use three videos of “Nessie Judge” YouTube 
channel which are containing English learning. Those videos are “Tips Belajar 
Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban Ujian Paling Ngawur!! (or creative, 
u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! Q&A+Giveaway”.Onthose 
three videos, Nessie mix her language continuously. Mixing of languages is 
usually referred to as code mixing. Code mixing is the use of two languages or 
more, or two variants of a language in a speech community (Chaer and 
Agustina, 2004:114). Code mixing occurs in bilingual or generally in 
multilingual situation. It is found when the speakers mix two languages or 
more to achieve particular purpose. Sometimes, the speaker uses two or more 
languages to state their though, instruction, message, or experience in order 
that the readers or the listeners can receive what the speakers expressed. It is 
caused by the situation that demands languages mixing and by the habit of the 
speakers that become the background of the code mixing 
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There are many linguists who make definition about code mixing. 
They are Wardhaugh (2006: 202), he explains that “code mixing occurs when 
conversant use both languages together to extend that they change from one 
language to other in the course of single utterance”. It is possible that code 
mixing makes confusion because the speakers utter some words that there are 
no rules for it.  
People are faced by choosing an appropriate code when they speak. 
Trudgil (1992: 16) states that code mixing is the process where speaker 
indulges in code switching between language of such rapidity and sensitively 
even within sentence and phrases that are not possible to say of any given time 
which language they are speaking. The most important matter of code mixing 
is two languages that are used together in informal situation. 
As an illustration, the researcher presents some examples of code 
mixing by Nessie on her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. The 
examples are as follows:  
- Semoga kalian happy dan kalian selalu semangat. 
- For example, satu minggu dari sekarang aku akan tahu bahasa Inggris 
untuk semua hal yang ada dalam tas sekolahku. 
- Dan sampai sekarang aku sering dapat request-request yang minta aku 
to share what tips, atau bagi-bagi tips Bahasa Inggris untuk 
memperlancar Bahasa Inggris kalian. 
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From the examples above, the underline words refer to code mixing, 
because the words is located between two different languages (Indonesian-
English) but still in one utterance. It indicates the existence of language 
mixing, because the speaker master two languages, those are Indonesian and 
English. When they have mastered both languages, they easily turn the 
languages. The researcher wants to analyze code mixing that used by Nessie 
in her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. 
Code mixing that used by Nessie onher YouTube channel will be 
analyzed by considering the types and the factors of code mixing. This 
research focuses in a description about finding out the using of code mixing 
by Nessie in her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. Due to the reason 
above, the researcher interested to conduct a research entitled 
“DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF INDONESIAN-ENGLISH CODE MIXING IN 
“NESSIE JUDGE” YOUTUBE CHANNEL”. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
From the background of study above, the researcher identified some 
problems such as: 
1. People are more interest with technology in every single activity. 
2. Viewers do not know the types of code mixing that is used by Nessie in 
her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. 
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3. Viewers do not know the factors of code mixing that is used by Nessie in 
her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. 
 
C. Limitation of Study 
In the line with the limitation of the problems, the focuses of this 
research arein analyzing of types and factors of causingcode mixing that used 
by Nessie in her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. The researcher will 
analyze3 (three) videos that contain of English learningas an object in this 
study. The videos are “Tips Belajar Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban 
Ujian Paling Ngawur!! (or creative, u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di 
Eropa?! Q&A+Giveaway”.In this research, the researcher uses the theory of 
the types of code mixing proposed by Suwito‟s theory and the factors causing 
code mixing proposed by Eunhee Kim‟s theory. 
 
D. Research Problem 
The problem in this research is what are the types of code mixing that 
used by Nessie on her three YouTube videos entitle “Tips Belajar Bahasa 
Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban Ujian Paling Ngawur!! (or creative, u 
choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! Q&A+Giveaway”? 
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E. Objectives of Study 
The objective in this study is mention the types of code mixing that 
used by Nessie on her three YouTube videos YouTube videos entitle “Tips 
Belajar Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban Ujian Paling Ngawur!! (or 
creative, u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! Q&A+Giveaway”. 
 
F. Benefits of Study 
The researcher wishes that this research would give some benefits for 
the readers who read it. The readers of this research are not only linguist‟s 
community, but also the other people, especially Indonesian teenager who use 
code mixing in their communication.  
The result of this study is expected to give two kinds of benefits. The 
benefits of this study are as follow:  
1. Theoretical benefits.  
The result of this study can be as a reference for those who are 
interested in analyzing about code mixing. It can be used as additional 
reference and information in using better utterances. 
2. Practical benefit.  
The result of this study can improve student‟s English vocabulary 
with expectation they do not only study and use English in the class, but 
they can also use and practice English in another place such as online 
media, like YouTube. 
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G. Definition of Key Terms 
In this research, there are some keywords used in the research. There 
are: 
1. Sociolinguistics explores language in relation to society. This means that 
it is concerned with language as used for communication amongst 
different social groups of people in different social situations (Georgieva, 
2014: 3) 
2. Code mixing refers to embedding of various linguistic units such as 
affixes, words, phrases, and clauses that participants what is intended, 
must reconcile what they hear with what they understand (Shorgen, 2002: 
21). 
3. Bilingualism is pressed to the use of language in social context, not from 
getting language, the existence of language, or the attitude of the 
language and the using of it (Giyoto, 2013: 60). 
4. “Nessie Judge” is one of YouTube channel which made by Nasreen 
Anisputri (Nessie) at July, 24
th
 2012. The channel contains of Nessie‟s 
vlog and discussion about miseries that unsolved. In every single video, 
Nessie always uses code mixing to deliver her content. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
This chapter discusses about theoretical review and the previous 
related the study. Theoretical review is the description of the theory and 
definition that is relevant to the research to get legitimate concept. Theoretical 
review presents about the description of sociolinguistics, variety of language, 
bilingualism and multilingualism, code (code switching and code mixing), 
YouTube application, and “Nessie Judge”. The explanation of each theoretical 
is explained briefly as follows. 
 
A. Sociolinguistics 
There are some linguists who define about sociolinguistics with some 
perspectives. Wardhaugh (2006:13) defines that sociolinguistics is concerned 
with investigating the relationships between language and society with the 
goal of a better understanding of the structure of language and how language 
functions in communication. The similar definition is stated by Fishman 
(1972:7) sociolinguistics is the study the characteristics of language varieties, 
the characteristics of their functions, and the characteristics of their speakers 
as these three constantly interact, change and changes one another within a 
speech community. Then, Spolsky (1998:3) defines a sociolinguistics is the 
field that studies correlation between language and society, between the uses 
9 
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of language and the social structures in which the users of language live. From 
the statement above, the researcher can assume that sociolinguistics is the 
study of how language and social factor interact, study of language speakers 
in connection with it as a member of society. 
Whereas, Trudgill cited in Jendra (2012:10) mentions that 
sociolinguistics is that part of linguistics which is concerned with language as 
a social and cultural phenomenon. Chaika (1982:2) states that sociolinguistic 
is the study of the ways people use language in social interaction of all kinds. 
Then, Fasold (1990:1) defines sociolinguistics is a science that combines 
linguistic and societal concern in varying degrees. The similar definition is 
stated by Hymes (1989:1), he emphasizes the definition in relationship 
between language and society, he states that sociolinguistics is correlations 
between languages and society, and between particular linguistics and social 
phenomena. From the statement above, sociolinguistics is one phenomenon of 
language dealing with the society. 
 
B. Bilingualism and Multilingualism 
Bilingualism and multilingualism are normal in many parts of the 
world and people do not feel strange. Most of the nations through the world 
are bilingual or even multilingual with two or more ethnic groups speaking 
different languages. According to Mackey and Fishman (1995) in Chaer and 
Agustina‟s book said Bilingualism is the use of language by a speaker in her 
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interaction with others in turn. Fromkin (2003:374) stated that 
approximately half of people in the world are native speakers of more than 
one language. Finally, bilingualism is the ability of using two languages to 
other people.According to Wardhaugh (2000:96) multilingualism is a norm 
in a community. Communities are multilingual and no effort is made to 
suppress the variety of languages that is spoken.  Wardhaugh (2006: 100) 
gives an example of a condition of language in multilingual society exists in 
Singapore, as follows:  
In a multilingual country like Singapore, the ability to shift from one 
language to another is accepted as quite normal. Singapore has four official 
languages; English, Mandarin, Tamil, and Malay, which is also the national 
language. However, the majority of its population is native speakers of 
Hokier, a variety of Chinese. National policy promotes English as a trade 
language, Mandarin as the International Chinese language, Malay as the 
language of the region, and Tamil as the language of one of the important 
minor ethnic groups in the republic.  
The linguistic situation such as in Singapore offers someone to choose 
the language to use on a particular occasion. People are usually forced to 
select a particular language whenever they speak, and they may switch from 
one language to another or mix languages. Bilingualism is a situation when 
two different languages are used by conversant.  
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C. Code 
In everyday interaction, people usually choose different codes in 
different situation. They may choose a particular code or variety because it 
makes them easier to discuss a particular topic, regardless where they are 
speaking. When the people are doing conversation, they sent codes to their 
hearer. Code refers to a variety of language. 
Code is also phenomenon in multilingual society. Wardaugh (2006: 
99) said that code is the particular dialect or language one chooses to use in 
any occasion, a system used for communication between two or more parties.  
Communication itself can make longer people life expectancy. It means that it 
is impossible to life without any communication.  A good communication has 
a key which understood by speakers and addressee. Therefore, people are 
usually forced to select a particular code whenever they choose to speak, and 
they may decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes.  
According to Rahardi (2001: 17) states that code is a speech system 
which its language elements applied has characteristics appropriate to the 
background, speaker, and speaker‟s relation with addressee in speech 
situation. Rahardi also says that code is language variation marked by the 
main elements of language related to phonology, morphology, syntax, and 
lexicon in discourse.   
From the definition above, it can be concluded that code is language 
variation which has certain characteristics related to background of speech, 
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speaker, the relation between speaker and addressee in the situation of speech. 
Code also can be said as any kind of communication system. When the 
addressee understands speaker‟s code, they will make a decision to continue 
conversation and repeat the statement. 
There are two kinds of code namely code-switching and code mixing. 
(Jendra, 2012: 74). Those are term in bilingualism for language and especially 
speech that draws to deferring extents at least two languages combined in 
different ways. 
1. CodeSwitching 
Code switching is one aspect of the interdependence of language in 
a multilingual society. That is, in a multilingual society is almost 
impossible for a speaker in one language is absolutely pure without the 
slightest utilizing language or other language elements. 
There are many linguists who make a definition about code 
switching.Suwito (1983: 68) states that code switching is the event code 
transition from one code to another code. Suwito a view supported by 
Jendra (2012: 67) states that code switching is a situation where speakers 
deliberately change a code being used, namely by switching from one to 
another. Then Hymes in Jendra (2012: 74) states that code switching has 
become a common term for alternate use of two or more language, or 
varieties of language, or even speech styles. It occurs when a bilingual 
alternate between two languages, moves from one to another.  
14 
 
 
Another definition, Herk (2012: 199) states that a common 
occurrence in bilingual, and multilingual communities, codeswitching 
refers to instances in which people alternate between at least two language 
or language varieties in a single conversation (across sentences or clause 
boundaries). Whereas Pietro in Jendra (2012: 74) states that code 
switching is the use of more than one language by communicants in the 
execution of a speech act. Then, Nababan (1993: 31) states that the 
concept of code switching includes occasions when we can switch from 
one kind of functiolect (e.g.: casual variety) to another variety (e.g.: 
diverse formal) or from one dialect to dialect to another and so on.  
From those definitions above, it can be concluded that code 
switching is the alternate use of two or more language within the same 
utterance. Code switching is a change by a speaker or writer from one 
language or language variety to another. It may start one language and 
then change to another one in the middle of their speech, or even in the 
middle of sentence. 
2. CodeMixing 
Talking about code switching it usually followed by code mixing, 
because it is a phenomenon which happened in bilingual or multilingual 
society.Code mixing occurs when a person uses a language speakers are 
dominant, supporting a speech interspersed with elements of other 
15 
 
 
languages. It is usually associating with the characteristics of the speaker, 
such as social background, education level and religious sense. 
Wardhaugh (2006: 103) explains that “code mixing occurs when 
conversant uses both languages at the same time to show that they change 
from one language to the other in the course of a single utterance”. And 
Nababan (1993: 32) says that it is a mixing of two or more language or 
language variation in speech act or discourse without something in using 
language situation which demands the speaker, it is only because of 
informal and speaker habitual. Suandi (2014: 139) also states that code 
mixing is language changing by multilingual society, and it is caused by 
situation changing. Other states that code mixing is process whereby 
speakers indulge in code switching between language of such rapidity and 
density, even within sentences and phrases, that it is not really possible to 
say at any given time which language they are speaking (Trudgill, 1992: 
10). It seems from the explanation that language used in conversation is 
difficult to detect. The use of two languages or more does not deal with 
the change of situation, topic, and participant. It can be meant from the 
definition that code mixing is code variation which other language 
insertion in one utterance when speaking, use two languages, caused by 
informal situation, and habitual of multilingual society. 
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3. The Differences between Code Switching and Code Mixing 
Actually, it is not easy to differentiate between code mixing and 
code switching. However, it can be found some indicators related to the 
differences of these two sociolinguistics terms, code switching and code 
mixing. First, in code mixing, bilingual speakers seem to apply some words 
or phrases from foreign language (pieces of one language smaller than 
clause), while the other language (code) functions as the base language. 
Second, bilingual speakers are said to mix codes when there is no topic that 
changes, nor does the situation. Jendra, (2012:79).  
A different view proposed to separate the two said that if it 
involves changing into a foreign clause or a sentence, it should be defined 
as a code switching, but if it involves the use of foreign phrases or group of 
words, it is identified as a code mixing.  Another view about how to define 
between code switching and code mixing is related to the formality of the 
situation. In code mixing, is said to be found in the less formal situation, 
while in code switching is possibly done in a formal one. As the addition, 
the bilingual‟s level of fluency in the languages (code), usually fluent 
bilinguals can perform mixing well, while the less skilled ones may only do 
switching. 
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4. Types of Code Mixing 
Code-mixing also has some types. Suwito  (1983)  differentiates  the  
kind  of  code  mixing  in  the  form  of words, phrase, hybrid, repetition 
word, idioms and clauses. 
a. Code mixing in the form of word  
Word is the smallest unit of language consists of a morpheme 
or more than a morpheme such as Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, 
Pronoun, Prepositon, and conjunction.  
b. Code mixing in the form of phrase  
Phrase is grammatical analysis to refer to a single element of 
structure typically containing more than one words, and lacking the 
subject and predicate structure typical of clauses. Phrase insertion here 
a sequence of words which is semantically and often syntactically 
restricted, and functioning as a single unit such as noun prhase, 
adjective prhase, verb prhase, and adverbal prhase. 
c. Code mixing in the form of clause  
Clause  is  a  unit  of  grammatical  organization  smaller  than  
the sentence,  but  larger  than  the  phrases,  words  or  morphemes  
and clause having a subject and predicate. Some clauses are 
dependent, so they can stand  themselves  as  sentence  or  may  appear  
within  sentence  as grammatically  complete  statements.  Other  
clauses  are  dependent (subordinate),  they  cannot  stand  themselves  
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and  therefore  the  meaning upon the reminder or the sentence in 
which they appear. 
d. Code mixing in the form of hybrid 
Hybrid  is  the  result  from  unification  of  two  different  
language substances which has meaning.  
e. Code mixing in the form of repetition of word  
Repetition word is a word formed because of reduplication.  
f. Code mixing in the form of idiom  
Idiom  is  group  of  words  with  a  meaning  that  is  different  
from  the meaning of the individual word. It means that idiom creates 
new meaning that is different from the real meaning of each word. 
5. The Factors that Causing Code Mixing 
Eunhee Kim (2006) defined that the use of code mixing is done by 
some people who are having purposes. In addition, they used code mixing 
to make their communication is easy tobe understand by listener. There are 
some factors influencing the use of code mixing as follows: 
a. Participant Role and Relationship 
In bilingualism, participant role and relationship has an important 
role, we have to choose the suitable language when talk to other. The 
bilingual code mixing not depends on whom they talk to. Their 
relationship between the speaker and the interlocutors will affect the 
speaker‟s code mixing. 
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b. Stuatonal Factor 
Bhatia and Ritchie (2004) determined that some language are 
viewed as more suited to particular participant / social groups, setting 
or topics than others. They also postulate that social variables such as 
class, religion, gender, and age can influence the pattern of language 
mixing both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
c. Message Intrinsic Factor 
Message intrinsic of language such as quotation, reiteration, 
topiccomment, hedging, interjection, idioms and deep-rooted cultural 
wisdom. Direct quotation or reported speech triggers language mixing 
among bilingualism cross-linguistic. 
d. Habitual Factor 
Habitual is also one of the factors that influencing people used 
code mixing. Someone who always does the same thing and it also 
does all the time or continuously so it will be habitual. This act that 
influences someone does it again and again. Therefore, people who 
often use code mixing when they make communication with others. 
e. Explaning Factor 
Some people often use mixed language because they want to 
explain what they are talking about. Therefore, listener can understand 
what speaker says. It is one of the factors why people used code 
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mixing when they make some interaction (communication) with other 
people. 
 
D. Context of Sociolinguistic 
In the conversation, people using language based on function of the 
language. Sometimes, speakers using different language with defferent person 
because they match their speech style based on the context. Context is used to 
help in understanding the particular meaning of the word, phrase, etc. The 
context also be broader social situation in which a linguistic item is used 
(Longman, 2010:127). In the context of Nessie‟s utterances, the context also 
has significant factors when she produces the languages. Nessie has to 
concider to the situation when she speak, the interlocutor/audience, place, and 
the prevailing norms of society. Hymes in Baker (2001: 26) suggests that 
there are eight interrelated categories, mnemonically represented by the word 
“speaking”, 
1. (S) Setting includes the time, place and physical appearance of the 
context of the speech event such as the arrangement of furniture and 
equipment in a classroom.  
2. (P) Participant identity, for example personal characteristics such as age, 
ethnicity, gender, social status, and relationships with each other.  
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3. (E) End includes the purpose of the speech event as well as the 
individual goals of the participants.  
4. (A) Act sequence refers to the order and organization of the interaction 
and what topics are discussed.  
5. (K) Key or the tone and manner in which something is said or written.  
6. (I) Instrumentalities or the linguistic code, for example the language 
used and whether the form is speech or literacy.  
7. (N) Norm the standard social and cultural rules of the interaction 
relationship. 
8. (G) Genre or type of event such as sermon, lecture, poetry or letter. 
 
E. YouTube 
The development of technology has included many aspects, one of 
them is internet. Dufi in Lestari (2017) stated that in this era, internet has an 
important role in human life. In additional, he also stated that several 
superiorities of internet are users can easily use many applications with 
internet browser, the users have full of control for their account and they can 
take the advantages from the network.  
One of the sites that can be used by people in now days is YouTube. 
Lestari (2017) stated that YouTube is a site of many popular videos now. And 
also, YouTube can be used as a learning media which can fulfill the students‟ 
need. YouTube can improve students‟ interest and support their learning style. 
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Lestari also said that YouTube offers learning experiences with using a new 
technology which will help them when they pass the study.YouTube as a wide 
free videos library for students that can help them to be independently 
(Lestari, 2017). 
YouTubevideos are one of the audio-visual media. Kabilan (2012) 
says: “YouTube is a video sharing website on which users can upload and 
share videos with others. It was established in February 2005 and launched 
live in November 2005. Within 12 months the site had grown exponentially 
and with the assistance of venture capitalist found the site has over 100 
million videos viewed per day.  
YouTube (2019) defines YouTube is a website where you can upload 
and share videos. It uses Adobe Flash video technology to display a wide 
variety of user-generated content, video content, including movie clips, 
television clips, and movie videos as well as amateur content such as video 
blogging and short original video. Unregistered users can watch video for 
free, while registered users permitted to upload an unlimited number of 
videos. Alimemaj (2010) states that here are some benefits of using YouTube 
in language learning: 
a. We can listen to all kinds of spoken language (formal, informal, slang) 
and all genres (songs, debates, talks, poems). 
b. We can learn a lot of vocabulary in context, which, without doubt, will 
help learners to memorize more easily. 
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c. It may be particularly valuable to cater to learner‟s need for real world 
language use and their interest in exploring by repetition. 
d. We can find various material to improve listening and understanding. 
e. We are exposed music, commercial, comedy, different styles and genres 
of the language. 
f. It helps a lot to develop independent language skills. 
 
F. Nessie Judge 
“Nessie Judge” is one of channel on YouTube. The channel is made at 
July, 24
th
 2012 by Nasreen Anisputri Judge or people usually call her Nessie. 
At the first time the channel only filed of Nessie‟s vlog videos and then in the 
mid-2017 until this time the channel is more focus to discuss about the 
miseries and unsolved theories which is named “NERROR”. 
In every single video, Nessie always mixes her language. She mixes 
the Indonesian language with English. Her code mixing is influence by her 
daily live, where she lives in a bilingual family. She can speak Indonesian 
language well because Indonesian language is her first language (mother 
language). But she also speaks English fluently because she has study on 
International school since Junior High School and she lived in Finlandia a few 
months.Therefore, in her daily live even her channel, she always mixes her 
language. So,it can influence her viewers in speak and by her videos channel 
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named “Nessie Judge”, Nessiegives perspective to people that learning not 
only got from school or others educational institutions.  
 
G. Previous Study 
The researcher provided some information from the other researchers 
to prove the originallity of this research. To prove the originality of this 
research, there are four researchers which conducted the similar study. The 
first previous study was taken from Anas Abdul Haq‟s research (IAIN 
Surakarta, 2017) entitled “A Descriptive Study on the Code Mixing of English 
and Javanese Found in Chatting Clan Feature of Supercell’s Clash of Clan”. 
He concerned on to get a description of the types of English-Javanesecode 
mixing and the factors causing code mixing on chatting clan feature of Clash 
of Clan. 
The similarities between Anas‟ research and this research are from the 
research design; that is descriptive qualitative research, and the theory of 
types of code mixing, Anas‟ research and this research have the same theory, 
that is based Suwito‟s theory (code mixing in the form of word, code mixing 
in the form of phrase, code mixing in the form of hybrid, code mixing in the 
form of repetition of word, code mixing in the form of idiom, and code 
mixing in the form of clause). The differences between Anas‟ research and 
this research can be seen from the object of the research. The object of Anas‟ 
research are the members of Gupak Cilik clan on cheating clan feature of 
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Clash of Clan and the object of this research is Nessieon YouTube Channel 
entitle “Nessie Judge”. 
The second research is Dorina Nur Kartika Sari (UNS: 2016) entitled 
“An Analysis of Code Mixing Applied by the Presenter of Black Spot Segment 
of Black in News Program on Antv (A Sociolinguistics Approach)”. In 
Dorina‟s research, she analyzed Indonesia-English code mixing in news 
program on antv. The similarities between Dorina‟s research and this research 
are from the research design and subject of the study. The research design of 
both researches is descriptive qualitative research, and the both subject of 
research is talking about code mixing between Indonesia and English.  
The differences between Dorina‟s research and this research can be 
seen from the object of the research and the theoriy of code mixing‟s types. 
The object of Dorina‟s research is the presenter of black spot segment of 
black in news program on antv and object of this research is Nessie on 
YouTube channel entitle “Nessie Judge”. Then, in theory of code mixing‟s 
types, This research used Suwito‟s theory (code mixing in the form of word, 
code mixing in the form of phrase, code mixing in the form of hybrid, code 
mixing in the form of repetition of word, code mixing in the form of idiom, 
and code mixing in the form of clause), then Dorina‟s research used Muysken 
theory (inswertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization). 
The third previous research, the researcher takes from Rizki Hertanti, 
graduated student of UNY (2014) who described about “AlihKode dan 
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Campur Kode dalam Komunikasi Guru Kelas XI dan Kelas XII di SMAN 1 
Prambanan Klaten dalam Mata Pelajaran Bahasa Prancis”. She described 
types and the factors causing code mixing and code switching that used by 
teacher and students in the classes. The similarity of Rizki‟s research and this 
research is from the research design; that is descriptive qualitative research. 
The differences between Rizki‟s research and this research can be seen 
from the object of the research, subject of the research, and the theory of code 
mixing‟s types. On Rizki‟s research, she used teachers and students of SMA 
N 1 PrambananKlatenas as an object. Then, he used Indonesian-France code 
mixing as a subject. While in this research, the researcher used Nessie on 
YouTube Channel entitled “Nessie Judge” as an object and Indonesian-
English code mixing as a subject. Also from the theory of code mixing‟s 
types, Rizki‟s research and this research has some differences. On this 
research, to classifay the types of code mixing, the researcher used Suwito‟s 
theory (code mixing in the form of word, code mixing in the form of phrase, 
code mixing in the form of hybrid, code mixing in the form of repetition of 
word, code mixing in the form of idiom, and code mixing in the form of 
clause). While on Rizki‟s research, to classify the types of code mixing, she 
classified to be: 1) code mixing based on word category, and 2) code mixing 
based on phrase category.  
The fourth is journal written by Martin Kustanti (2014) entitled “An 
Analysis of Code-Mixing and Code-Switching in EFL Teaching of Cross 
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Cultural Communication Context”. On the Martin‟s research, she analyzed 
the types of code mixing and code switching made by the teachers and 
students and to identify reasons for the emergence of code mixing and code 
switching in the classroom. The similarities between Martin‟s research and 
this research are from the research design and subject of the research. The 
research design of both is descriptive qualitative research. And the subject of 
both researches is Indonesian-English code mixing. 
The differences between Martin‟s research and this research are from 
the subject of the study and the theory of code mixing‟s types. On Martin‟s 
research, the subject of the study is student and teacher‟s utterances, while in 
this study the subject is Nessie‟s utterance. And for the theory of code 
mixing‟s types, this study used Suwito‟s theory (code mixing in the form of 
word, code mixing in the form of phrase, code mixing in the form of hybrid, 
code mixing in the form of repetition of word, code mixing in the form of 
idiom, and code mixing in the form of clause), while Martin classified the 
types of code mixing to be three types. There are tag-switching, intra-
sentential, inter-sentential, and intra-word. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter, the researcher describes the research methodology; it 
consists of research design, data and source of data, research instruments, 
technique of collecting the data, technique of analyzing the data, and 
trustworthiness of the data. 
A. Research Design 
The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The 
researcher applied this type in the paper because it was the appropriate 
approach to describe the result of research. Creswell (2014) stated that 
qualitative research get started from assumption and the use of interpretation 
design which forming or influencing the study about research problem deal 
with the meaning of individual or community concern on social or human 
problem. 
Descriptive qualitative research is one of two major approaches to 
research methodology in social sciences. Descriptive qualitative research 
involves in depth understanding of human behavior and the reasons that 
influence human behaviors. Qualitative research depends on the reasons behind 
various aspects of behavior. In short, it investigates the why and how of 
decision making, as compared towhat, where, and when of quantitative 
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research. Hence, the need is for smaller but focused samples rather than large 
random samples, which qualitative research categorizes data into patterns as the 
primary basis for organizing and reporting results. Descriptive qualitative 
research is also referred to as naturalistic research or inquiry into everyday 
living. Direct observations are made of human behavior in everyday life. 
Based on this view, this type of the study was used to analyze the code 
mixing that used by Nessie as a speaker in the YouTube channel named “Nessie 
Judge”. In line with the description above, the descriptive qualitative research 
was used in this research because the researcher wanted to describe the 
speaker‟s code mixing, especially for the types of code mixing. 
 
B. Data and Source of Data 
Data is considered as the material of research (Sudaryanto, 1998: 25). 
The data themselves may appear in the form of discourse, sentences, clauses, 
phrases or words which can be obtained from magazines, newspaper, books, 
films etc. (Subroto, 1992). In this research, the data is taken from Nessie‟s 
utterancein the YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. 
The source of data is the basic information. In research, the source of 
data explains the subject from which the data are obtained (Arikunto, 
1996:162). The researcher used the source of data to support the research, 
because the data source is the key that is used to explore more about the 
research (RiskaKusumawati, 2015).  
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The source of data of this research consists of primary and secondary 
source of data. The primary sources of data are gotten from the documentation 
of “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel. The researcher watched and 
rewroteNessie‟s utterance which is include of code mixing on her three 
YouTube videos entitled “Tips Belajar Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban 
Ujian Paling Ngawur!! (or creative, u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! 
Q&A+Giveaway”.Meanwhile the secondary sources of data are taken fromthe 
books, journals and some previous studies relating to the research. 
 
C. Research Instruments 
In this research, the researcher himself acts as the instrument. In 
qualitative research, the researcher is functioned as the researcher and data 
collector. The most important research instrument is the researcher himself with 
or without help of another person. Moelong (2004) states as the main 
instrument, the researcher plans the research, collects the data, analyzes the 
data, makes the interpretation and finally reports the result of the research.The 
researcher‟s knowledge about code mixing becomes the most important subject 
that help the researcher in analyzing the data.  
 
D. Technique of Collecting the Data 
In order to obtain the data, the researcher used documentation method to 
collect the data. According to Suharsimi (2010:274) a documentation method is 
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gotten by using book, transcript, film, video, newspaper, magazine, notes of a 
meeting, ancient inscription, and agenda. The technique of collecting the data in 
this research will be explained as follows: 
1. Watching the three videos of “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel entitled 
“Tips Belajar Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban Ujian Paling Ngawur!! 
(or creative, u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! Q&A+Giveaway”. 
2. Re-watching videos while write down the transcript of it. 
3. Determines the types of code mixing based on Suwito‟s theory that is 
presented in the transcript. 
4. Giving codes to each datum in order to be easy in analyzing the data. 
To make classification of the data analysis, the researcher will give 
codes to each datum. Code can be words or phrases used to identify and outline 
researcher‟s sentences, paragraphs or blocks of text. (Corbin & Strauss in 
Rustanto, 2015: 73). Then Richards in Rustanto (2015: 73) adds that code is to 
reduce the data into symbols that represent it. The following is the data coding: 
Example: V1/00:10-00:14/D1 
1. V1   : The number of video. 
2. 00:10-00:14 : The time of video. 
3. D1   : The number of data.  
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E. Technique of Analyzing the Data 
To analyze the collected data, the researcher uses the technique of 
analysis proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994). The stages are as follows:  
1. Data Reduction   
Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, 
simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in written-
up field notes or transcriptions. Data reduction is a form of analysis that 
sharpens sorts, focuses, discards, and organizes data in such a way that 
“final” conclusions can be drawn and verified. It is essential to reduce the 
unimportant data in analyzing. Some data which used less should be 
ignored.   
In this stage, the research conducted two activities such as identify 
unit and coding. The first step is unit identifying. It is breaking down into 
bits of information in unit of data. The researcher focused on data which 
are appropriate with code mixing that used by Nessie in YouTube channel 
named “Nessie Judge”. The second step is coding. It is delivering code in 
unit which can be searched easily in analyzing the data. 
2. Data Display  
After doing data reduction, the researcher organized and managed 
the data for they are able to be understood. In this step, the researcher 
conducted a technique of coding as the way in analyzing this research. The 
researcher gives code of each datum.  
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In this section, the whole information that was appropriate with the 
problem statement are arranged to build the description about the types of 
code mixing and the factors influencing the use of code mixing used by 
Nessie in “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel. 
3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification  
In this step, the researcher formulated statements proportionally. 
The researcher answered their search questions and problem in this 
research. The researcher made conclusion to be verified for its credibility. 
Verification is made to develop the researcher carefulness and even to 
carry out wider replication on other groups of codemixing data. 
The researcher analyzes the data based on the following step. This 
procedure is intended to answer the research objectives. The steps of 
analyzing the data in the research are as follows:   
a. The researcher watching to “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel of the 
source of data repeatedly and transcribe Nessie‟s utterances.  
b. Classifying data into types of code mixing, they are code mixing in the 
form of word, code mixing in the form of phrase, code mixing in the 
form of clause, code mixing in the form of hybrid, code mixing in the 
form of repetition word, and code mixing in the form of idiom.  
c. Coding the data  
d. Analyzing the data based on the types of code mixing: code mixing in 
the form of word, code mixing in the form of phrase, code mixing in the 
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form of clause, code mixing in the form of hybrid, code mixing in the 
form of repetition word, and code mixing in the form of idiom by the 
classification of the types from Suwito‟s theory. After classifying the 
data into the three six types, in this step the researcher begins to analyze 
each datum based on theory of code mixing.  
e. Drawing conclusion based on the data analysis to answer the research 
problem.  
The researcher made percentage of the data to know usage of types 
code mixing. Precise data is needed in order to sharpen the findings of the 
research. Thus, the researcher includes the percentage calculation. The 
purpose of percentage calculation is to complete the findings so that the 
readers can easily and immediately obtain the precise proportion of each 
finding compared to the others. The percentage calculation is used to know 
the types of code mixing based on the way to convey that frequently used 
by Nessie in her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. Sugiyono (2014: 
170) states that the analysis is looking percentage. The percentage used 
formula: 
   
 
 
       
 
Notes: 
P : percentage   
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F : frequency   
N : the sum of the frequencies 
 
F. Trustworthiness of Data 
To get the valid data, researcher should be checking the data validity. In 
analyzing the data validity, researcher uses triangulation. According to 
Suwartono (2014), triangulation is collecting and checking the data using 
different perspective. Triangulation is the most popular way to measure the 
validity of data. Norman Denzin in Hales (2010: 14) stated that triangulation 
has four types as follow: 
1. Data triangulation is the use of a variety of data sources, including time, 
space and persons, in a study. Findings can be corroborated and any 
weaknesses in the data can be compensated for by the strengths of other 
data, thereby increasing the validity and reliability of the results. The 
approach has been used in many sectors to strengthen conclusions about 
findings and to reduce the risk of false interpretations. 
2. Methods triangulationis the use of multiple methods to study a situation or 
phenomenon. The intention is to decrease the deficiencies and biases that 
come from any single method. In other words, the strengths of one method 
may compensate for the weaknesses of another. This type of triangulation 
is very similar to the mixed method approaches used in social science 
research, where the results from one method are used to enhance, augment 
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and clarify the results of another. It is also a variation on data triangulation, 
with an emphasis on using data collected by different methods as opposed 
to data collected for different programs, locations, populations, etc. 
3. Investigator triangulationis the ability to confirm findings across 
investigators, without prior discussion or collaboration between the, can 
significantly enhance the credibility of the findings. Investigator 
triangulation is particularly important for decreasing bias in gathering, 
reporting and/or analyzing study data. 
4. Theory triangulationis the use of multiple theories or hypotheses when 
examining a situation or phenomenon. The idea is to look at a situation or 
phenomenon from different perspectives, through different lenses, with 
different questions in mind. The different theories or hypotheses do not 
have to be similar or compatible; in fact, the more divergent they are, the 
more likely they are to identify different issues and/or concerns. 
Based on the explanation, the researcher uses the data triangulation that 
will observe the Indonesian-English code mixing used by Nessie to understand 
the types of code mixing and the factors causing Nessie‟s code mixing. Then, 
the researcher crosses check the script and analyze the data several times to 
achieve the validity. The last, the researcher also needs another perspective that 
is given by the expert of sociolinguistic study. The researcher used three 
experts of sociolinguistic to cross check the validity of the data.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
This part represents the findings that analyzed by the researcher. To 
analyze the findings, the data was collected by the researcherare from the 
utterances of Nessie when she deilver her content on the channel named 
“Nessie Judge” YouTube channel. 
In this chapter, the researcher draws the answer of the research 
problems such asthe types and the factors influencing the use of Indonesian-
English code mixing by Nessie on the YouTube channel named “Nessie 
Judge”. The researcher used 3 videos, each video contains of education. The 
duration of each video is 6 to 12 minutes. From the videos, found 165 
utterances that showed Nessie‟s code mixing when she delivers her content on 
the YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge”. The data was analyzed based on 
the data classification deal with the types of code mixing. 
The researcher analyzed Nessie‟s code mixing on her YouTube 
channel named “Nessie Judge” by using the types of code mixing proposed by 
Suwito (1983). There are code mixing in the form of words, phrase, hybrid, 
repetition word, idiom and clause.  
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Table 4.1 The Finding of Code Mixing‟s Types by Nessie  
No Types of Code Mixing Numbers Percentages 
1 
Code mixing in the form of 
word 
101 49.50% 
2 
Code mixing in the form of 
phrase 
56 27.45% 
3 
Code mixing in the form of 
clause 
23 11.27% 
4 
Code mixing in the form of 
hybrid 
15 7.35% 
5 
Code mixing in the form of 
repetition word 
8 3.93% 
6 
Code mixing in the form of 
idiom 
1 0.50% 
TOTAL 204 100% 
 
The table 4.1 showed Nessie‟s code mixing on her YouTube channel 
named “Nessie Judge”. The whole data found 204 data of code mixing which 
consist of: 101 data of word level, 56 data of phrase level, 23 data of clause 
level, 15 data of hybrid level, 8 data of repetition word level, and 1 data of 
idiom level. From the finding above, it can be concluded that the most code 
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mixing that occurred is code mixing in the form of word with 101 data. 
Afterwards, the fewest type of code mixing is code mixing in the form of 
idiom with only 1 data. 
1. Code Mixing in the Form of Word 
Word is the smallest unit that can be uttered as a free form or a unit 
of a language that can stand alone going from the morpheme single or 
morpheme combination (Kridalaksana, 2008: 110). In this research, 
the researcher found 101 data of code mixing in the form of word. 
There were found in datum V1/00:10-00:14/D1, V1/00:14-00:20/D2, 
V1/00:22-00:26/D3, V1/00:27-00:29/D4, V1/00:28-00:36/D5, 
V1/00:37-00:41/D6, V1/00:42-00:50/D7, V1/00:51-01:00/D8, 
V1/01:13-01:17/D10, V1/01:45-01:48/D12, V1/01:53-01:55/D14, 
V1/01:56-01:58/D15, V1/02:04-02:06/D16, V1/02:21-02:24/D18, 
V1/02:37-02:40/D20, V1/02:41-02:44/D21, V1/03:11-03:13/D25, 
V1/03:32-03:36/D27, V1/03:29-03:46/D29, V1/03:48-03:52/D30, 
V1/03:54-03:59/D31, V1/03:40-03:41/D32, V1/04:20-04:21/D36, 
V1/04:32-04:39/D39, V1/04:42-04:44/D41, V1/04:47-04:54/D42, 
V1/05:02-05:03/D43, V1/05:05-05:09/D44, V1/05:09-05:12/D45, 
V1/05:12-05:16/D46, V1/05:23-05:28/D48, V1/05:29-05:30/D49, 
V1/05:41-05:45/D51, V1/05:45-05:46/D52, V2/00:41-00:42/D56, 
V2/00:50-00:56/D58, V2/01:08-01:15/D61, V2/01:15-01:16/D62, 
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V2/01:16-01:23/D63, V2/01:24-01:26/D64, V2/01:26-01:30/D65, 
V2/01:50-01:56/D66, V2/02:00-02:06/D67, V2/02:11-02:14/D68, 
V2/02:23-02:25/D69, V2/03:38-03:40/D76, V2/03:48-03:51/D77, 
V2/04:13-04:19/D80, V2/05:09-05:11/D82, V2/05:32-05:35/D84, 
V2/06:06-06:10/D86, V2/06:44-06:48/D90, V2/07:12-07:13/D91, 
V2/07:31-07:32/D92, V2/07:52-07:56/D93, V2/08:26-08:27/D95, 
V2/09:19-09:20/D96, V2/09:20-09:23/D97, V2/09:30-09:32/D98, 
V2/09:49-09:50/D101, V2/09:55-09:57/D102, V2/10:10-10:12/D103, 
V2/10:24-10:28/D105, V2/10:36-10:38/D107, V2/10:45-10:57/D109, 
V2/11:09-11:12/D111, V2/11:13-11:19/D112, V2/11:21-11:24/D113, 
V2/11:25-11:27/D114, V2/11:36-11:37/D116, V2/11:38-11:42/D117, 
V3/00:06-00:08/D119, V3/00:08-00:13/D120, V3/00:14-00:16/D121, 
V3/00:22-00:27/D122, V3/00:31-00:37/D124, V3/02:21-02:26/D125, 
V3/02:52-02:54/D128, V3/03:06-03:08/D130, V3/03:27-03:29/D131, 
V3/04:14-04:18/D134, V3/04:46-04:47/D136, V3/04:59-05:01/D137, 
V3/05:07-05:09/D139, V3/05:10-05:11/D140, V3/05:11-05:11/D141, 
V3/05:26-05:28/D143, V3/05:29-05:33/D144, V3/06:14-06:16/D146, 
V3/06:20-06:23/D147, V3/06:30-06:32/D149, V3/06:36-06:37/D150, 
V3/06:50-06:56/D151, V3/06:59-07:03/D152, V3/07:17-07:18/D155, 
V3/08:10-08:14/D159, V3/08:15-08:20/D160, V3/08:22-08:23/D162, 
V3/08:23-08:27/D163, V3/08:29-08:29/D164, V3/08:34-08:35/D165. 
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The examples of code mixing in the form of word that used by Nessie 
on her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge” will explained below: 
a. V1/00:10-00:14/D1 
“Semoga kalian happy dan kalian selalu semangat.” 
(Hope you guys happy and you will so energetic) 
In this case, Nessie in opening her video, she gives greetings and 
motivation to her viewers. Nessie inserted the English word 
“happy” between Indonesian phrase “semoga kalian” and “dan 
kalian selalusemangat”. So, it included the word class pattern 
because the word “happy” (English) is inserted into other 
language (Indonesian) but still in one utterance. 
b. V1/00:14-00:20/D2 
“Salah satu favorite momentku adalah ketika banyak yang 
comment dan bilang kalo video-video aku dapat melancarkan 
kalian dalam berbahasa Inggris.” 
“One of my favorite momment is when many of you comment and 
say that my videos can help you to learn about English language.” 
In this situation, Nessie felt so proud when people appreciated her 
videos. On the case above, Nessie inserted the English word 
“comment” Indonesian phrases “adalah ketika banyak yang” and 
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“dan bilang kalo”. It means that Nessie inserted the code mixing in 
the form of word on her utterance. 
2. Code Mixing in the Form of Phrase 
The phrase is a combination of two or more words that are 
non-predictive meaning (Anton, 1989: 244). For example: high 
mountain. In this research, the researcher found 56 data of code 
mixing in the form of phrase. There were found in datum V1/00:28-
00:36/D5, V1/00:42-00:50/D7, V1/01:01-01:05/D9, V1/02:14-
02:21/D17, V1/03:00-03:09/D24, V1/03:48-03:52/D30, V1/03:54-
03:59/D31, V1/04:00-04:04/D33, V1/04:07-04:10/D34, V1/04:10-
04:11/D35, V1/04:28-04:31/D38, V1/04:40-04:43/D40, V1/04:47-
04:54/D42, V1/05:12-05:16/D46, V1/05:19-05:23/D47, V1/05:37-
05:40/D50, V1/05:47-05:50/D53, V2/00:31-00:41/D55, V2/00:57-
01:02/D59, V2/01:03-01:08/D60, V2/01:50-01:56/D66, V2/02:40-
02:43/D71, V2/03:11-03:14/D74, V2/03:59-04:02/D79, V2/04:40-
04:43/D81, V2/06:29-06:31/D88, V2/08:16-08:17/D94, V2/09:41-
09:43/D99, V2/09:43-09:44/D100, V2/10:24-10:28/D105, V2/10:36-
10:38/D107, V2/10:58-11:09/D110, V2/11:34-11:35/D115, V2/11:38-
11:42/D117, V3/00:01-00:05/D118, V3/00:06-00:08/D119, V3/00:08-
00:13/D120, V3/00:28-00:30/D123, V3/02:47-02:51/D127, V3/02:55-
03:04/D129, V3/03:45-03:47/D132, V3/04:27-04:32/D135, V3/05:02-
05:06/D138, V3/05:12-15:14/D142, V3/05:29-05:33/D144, V3/06:06-
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06:11/D145, V3/06:20-06:23/D147, V3/06:27-06:29/D148, V3/06:36-
06:37/D150, V3/07:06-07:09/D153, V3/07:10-07:13/D154, V3/07:53-
07:56/D157, V3/07:57-07:58/D158, V3/08:10-08:14/D159, V3/08:15-
08:20/D160, V3/08:21-08:22/D161. The examples of code mixing in 
the form of phrase that used by Nessie on her YouTube channel named 
“Nessie Judge” will explained below: 
a. V1/00:42-00:50/D7 
“Hari ini aku mau share kepada kalian, beberapa tips yang super 
simple yang bisa kalian pake instead of the English courses 
dibanding kalo kalian les bahasa Inggris.” 
(Today I want to share to you guys, some of super simple tips that 
you can use instead of the English course. Instead of the English 
course.) 
In this case, Nessie will share some of tips how to learn English to 
the viewers. On the utterance above, Nessie inserted the English 
phrases “super simple” and “instead of the English course” in the 
middle of the Indonesian language. It means that Nessie used code 
mixing in the form of phrase on the utterance above.  
b. V1/02:14-02:21/D17 
“For example, satu minggu dari sekarang aku akan tahu bahasa 
Inggris untuk semua hal yang ada dalam tas sekolahku” 
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(For example, one week from today, I will know for everything on 
my school bag in English.) 
On this case, Nessie gave one of tips how to learn English for 
viewers. On the utterance above, Nessie inserted the English 
phrase “for example”. Then, she changed her language to 
Indonesian “satu minggu dari sekarang aku akan tahu bahasa 
Inggris untuk semua hal yang ada dalam tas sekolahku”. On the 
utterance above, it is show that Nessie used code mixing in the 
form of phrase. 
3. Code Mixing in the Form of Clause 
A clause is a grammatical unit in the form group of words, at 
least consist of subject and predicate and potentially into sentences 
(Kridalaksana, 2008: 124). In this research, the researcher found 23 
data of code mixing in the form of clause. There were found in datum 
V1/00:51-01:00/D8, V1/01:18-01:26/D11, V1/02:25-02:27/D19, 
V1/02:50-02:52/D22, V1/02:53-02:57/D23, V2/00:21-00:27/D54, 
V2/02:33-02:34/D70, V2/02:57-03:00/D72, V2/03:06-03:07/D73, 
V2/03:17-03:20/D75, V2/03:38-03:40/D76, V2/03:52-03:56/D78, 
V2/05:18-05:24/D83, V2/06:03-06:05/D85, V2/06:25-06:28/D87, 
V2/06:38-06:43/D89, V2/10:18-10:23/D104, V2/10:29-10:34/D106, 
V2/10:38-10:41/D108, V3/02:33-02:42/D126, V3/04:09-04:13/D133, 
V3/04:14-04:18/D134, V3/05:02-05:06/D138, V3/05:10-05:11/D140, 
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V3/07:22-07:24/D156. The examples of code mixing in the form of 
clause that used by Nessie on her YouTube channel named “Nessie 
Judge” will explained below: 
a. V1/00:51-01:00/D8 
“Kalo aku ngeliatnya, presentasenya itu kecil banget for people 
who actually successed dan bisa Bahasa inggris setelah les 
bertahun-tahun.” 
(If I take a look, the percentage is soo small for people who 
actually successed and can use the English language after all these 
years of English course) 
In this situation, Nessie express her opinion leraning English by 
English course. On the utterance above, Nessie inserted the 
English clause “for people who actually successed” in the middle 
of Indonesian language. It means that Nessie used the code mixing 
in the form of clause on the utterance above. 
b. V1/01:18-01:26/D11 
“Percaya deh, when we talked about bahasa, orang itu hanya bisa 
sukses karna terpaksa terhadap keadaan atau bener-bener mau.” 
(Trust me, when we talk about language, people can success only 
from perforce situation or they really want it.) 
On the situation above, Nessie gave an explainations of success in 
learn of language based on the people‟s situation. On the utterance 
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above, Nessie inserted the English clause “when we talked about” 
in the middle of Indonesian language. It means that Nessie used 
the code mixing in the form of clause on the utterance above.   
4. Code mixing in the Form of Hybrid 
Hybrid is the result of a combination of two elements of 
different languages to form one meaning (Kridalaksana, 1993: 92). In 
this research, the researcher found 15 data of code mixing in the form 
of hybrid. There were found in datum V1/01:50-01:52/D13, V1/02:53-
02:57/D23, V1/03:00-03:09/D24, V1/03:32-03:36/D27, V1/03:38-
03:42/D28, V1/04:07-04:10/D34, V1/04:28-04:31/D38, V1/04:32-
04:39/D39, V1/04:40-04:43/D40, V1/04:47-04:54/D42, V1/05:47-
05:50/D53, V2/11:34-11:35/D115, V2/11:38-11:42/D117, V3/00:22-
00:27/D122, V3/06:27-06:29/D148. The examples of code mixing in 
the form of hybrid that used by Nessie on her YouTube channel named 
“Nessie Judge” will explained below: 
a. V1/01:50-01:52/D13 
“Dengan belajar bahasa ini, aku bakal bisa ngerti culturenya.” 
(With learn this langage, I will understand the culture) 
In this situation, Nessie explained one of the benefits of learn 
about language. On the utterance above Nessie combined the 
English word “culture” with Indonesian suffix “nya”.  That means 
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Nessie used code mixing in the form of hybrid on the utterance 
above. 
b. V1/04:28-04:31/D38 
“Jadi basically dengan apps yang satu ini, kalian bisa nge-post 
question.” 
(So basically with this apps, you can post a question) 
In this situation, Nessie explained one of fitures of education‟s 
application. On the utterance above, Nessie combined the English 
word “post” with Indonesian prefix “nge”. It means that Nessie 
used code mixing in the form of hybrid on the utterance above.  
5. Code mixing in the Form of Repetition Word 
Repetition means the reduplication of a syllable, a morpheme, 
or a word (Richards, 2002: 450). In this research, the researcher found 
8 data of code mixing in the form of repetition word. There were 
found in datum V1/00:14-00:20/D2, V1/00:28-00:36/D5, V1/03:15-
03:16/D26, V1/05:12-05:16/D46, V1/05:19-05:23/D47, V1/05:23-
05:28/D48, V2/10:36-10:38/D107, V3/00:31-00:37/D124. The 
examples of code mixing in the form of repetition word that used by 
Nessie on her YouTube channel named “Nessie Judge” will explained 
below: 
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a. V1/00:28-00:36/D5 
“Dan sampai sekarang aku sering dapat request-request yang 
minta aku to share what tips atau bagi-bagi tips bahasa Inggris 
untuk memperlancar bahasa Inggris kalian.” 
(And until right now, I usually get requests which want me to 
share what tips of English learning to improve your English.) 
In the situation above, Nessie told the viewers about one of the 
factors that she still makes the English learning videos. On the 
utterance above, Nessie made an English repetition word “request-
request” when used a code mixing. It means that Nessie used code 
mixing in the form of repetition word on the utterance above.   
b. V1/05:12-05:16/D46 
“So, itu tadi tips-tips super mudah aku buat belajar Bahasa Ingris.” 
(So, that was my easy tips for learn English) 
Nessie after explaining all of the tips to learn about English, she 
said that statement for close her content. On the utterance above, 
Nessie made an English repetition word “tips-tips” in the middle 
of Indonesian language. It means that Nessie used code mixing in 
the form of repetition word on the utterance above. 
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6. Code mixing in the Form of Idiom 
Idiom  is  group  of  words  with  a  meaning  that  is  different 
from  the meaning of the individual word. It means that idiom creates 
new meaning that is different from the real meaning of each word. In 
this research, the researcher only found 1 data of code mixing in the 
form of idiom. There were found in datum V2/00:44-00:47/D57. The 
example of code mixing in the form of idiom will be explained in the 
datum V2/00:44-00:47/D57 bellow:  
V2/00:44-00:47/D57 
“Apakah susah? Apakah, ahh.. piece a cake.” 
(Is it difficult? Is it, ahhh.. piece a cake) 
In this situation above, Nessie in the opening of her videos, she 
asked to the viewers for the tasks that they have done before.  In 
here, Nessie used an idiom “piece a cake” to substitute the word 
“easy” after used an Indonesian phrase “Apakah susah? Apakah, 
ahh”. It means that Nessie used code mixing in the form of idiom 
on the utterance above.   
 
B. Discussion 
After analyzing and classifying the data on the types and the factors 
causing code mixing, the researcher intends to discuss the findings that have 
been investigated in this section to answer the research question. Based on the 
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research finding, it is clear that Nessie utterance on YouTube channel named 
“Nessie Judge” shows the types and the factors causing code mixing. 
The result of this research, the researcher found that there are 165 
utterances of code mixing that used by Nessie on her three YouTube videos 
entitled “Tips Belajar Bahasa Inggris (Nessie Judge)”, “Jawaban Ujian Paling 
Ngawur!! (or creative, u choose lol)”, and “Kok Bisa Kuliah di Eropa?! 
Q&A+Giveaway”. There are six types of code mixing proposed by Suwito 
(1983) that found in Nessie‟s utterances. There are code mixing in the form of 
word, code mixing in the form of phrase, code mixing in the form of clause, 
code mixing in the form of hybrid, code mixing in the form of repetition 
word, and code mixing in the form of idiom. Chaer and Agustina (2004) 
stated that the speakers use their first or second language is depending on the 
situation. It is same with the concept of sociolinguistics “who speak, what the 
language, to whom, when, and what the purpose”. It means that people be 
able to used their languages appropriately with people they have interaction. 
Based on the research finding, there are found 204 data of code 
mixing‟s types. The highest number of code mixing‟s types in this research is 
code mixing in the form of word which has 101 data with the percentage 
49.50%. The second position of code mixing that found in this research is 
code mixing in the form of phrase which has 56 data with the percentage 
27.45%. The third position of code mixing‟s type is code mixing in the form 
of clause. Based on the findings, the number of code mixing in the form of 
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clause is 23 data with the percentage 11.27%. The fourth position of code 
mixing‟s type is code mixing in the form of hybrid. Based on the findings, the 
number of code mixing in the form of hybrid is 15 data with the percentage 
7.35%. Then, the fifth position of code mixing‟s type is code mixing in the 
form of repetition word. Based on the findings, the number of code mixing in 
the form of repetition word is 8 data with the percentage 3.93%. Then, the 
fewest data types of code mixing is code mixing in the form of idiom. Based 
on the findings, the number of code mixing in the form of idiom only got 1 
data with the percentage 0.50%. Code mixing in the form of idiom happens 
when Nessie inserted an idiom when she used code mixing on her utterance. 
In This research, the researcher also comapare this research with the 
other research which has an equal variable and theory. The researcher used 
Anas Abdul Haq‟s research (IAIN Surakarta, 2017) entile “A Descriptive 
Study on the Code Mixing of English and Javanese Found in Chatting Clan 
Feature of Supercell’s Clash of Clan” as standard of comparison in this 
research because on Anas‟ research and this research have the same theory in 
analyze the types of code mixing. That is based Suwito‟s theory (code mixing 
in the form of word, code mixing in the form of phrase, code mixing in the 
form of hybrid, code mixing in the form of repetition of word, code mixing in 
the form of idiom, and code mixing in the form of clause). On Anas‟ research, 
he did not found the code mixing in the form of idiom while in this research 
found one utterance that used code mixing in the form of idiom. It means that 
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code mixing is influenced by some factors of speaker. It can be the habitual of 
speaker, who is the interlocutor or the situation of speaker when she is speak. 
But, the others types of code mixing is founded in both research. It means that 
Suwito‟s theory can be used to analyze the types of code mixing that used by 
people.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
The researcher has answered the problem in this research, which 
are about the types of Indonesian-English code mixing by Nessie found 
in three selected videos of “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel and the 
factors causing Nessie‟s Indonesian-English code mixing in three 
selected videos of “Nessie Judge” YouTube channel. After collecting the 
data, the researcher found that there are 165 utterances in three videos 
that contain of code mixing. 
By applying the theory of Suwito (1983), there are six types of 
code mixing found by the researcher on three videos of Nessie, which are 
code mixing in the form of word, code mixing in the form of phrase, 
code mixing in the form of clause, code mixing in the form of hybrid, 
code mixing in the form of repetition word, and code mixing in the form 
of idiom. The first type is code mixing in the form of word. It means 
people inserted the different language in the form of word when they 
speak. The researcher found 101 data of code mixing in the form of word 
which make it being the highest type that used by Nessie when she mixed 
her language on her three videos.  
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Then, the second type is code mixing in the form of phrase. It 
means people inserted the different language in the form of phrase when 
they speak. The researcher found 56 data of code mixing in the form of 
phrase. Then, the next type of code mixing is code mixing in the form of 
clause. It means people inserted the different language in the form of 
clause when they speak. The researcher found 23 data of code mixing in 
the form of clause. 
In this study, code mixing in the form of hybrid appears on the 
fourth position, which has 15 data of Nessie‟s code mixing. Hybrid  is  
the  result  from  unification  of  two  different  language substances 
which has meaning. So, when people combine two substance of defferent 
language, it means they have used code mixing in the form of hybrid. 
Then, the fifth position type of code mixing is code mixing in the form of 
repetition language. It means the code mixing that contain of 
reduplication word. The researcher found 8 data of code mixing in the 
form of reduplication word.  The last is code mixing in the form of 
idiom. It means when people use code mixing, they also inserted an 
idiom on their utterance. The researcher only found 1 data of this type, 
which makes it as the fewest type that used by Nessie on her three videos 
selected on her channel named “Nessie Judge”. 
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B. Suggestion 
From the result of the research as has been described, the 
researcher would like to give some suggestions to the followings: 
1. The Next Researcher 
The result of the research can be used as a reference in studying 
sociolinguistics, especially about code mixing which occurs in 
YouTube channel. It had better if the next researcher also takes a 
discussion on other media. The next research may not only be limited 
by the types and functions of code mixings, but can also be added by 
code mixing usage purposes and the culture and structure analysis in 
more details 
2. The Reader 
The result of this research may be helpful the reader to know that 
English can also be learned by media (YouTube), especially from the 
speaker‟s utterances. The code mixing may not only be found orally 
from daily conversations, but can also be found in the YouTuber‟s 
utterances when she delivers the content. By reading this research, 
the researcher hopes that the readers can develop the language by 
using more than one language to make a new color in the modern life 
style. 
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Transcription Data of “Nessie Judge” YouTube Channel 
Transcription 1: Tips Belajar Bahasa Inggris Nessy Judge 
Hi guys, it‟s Nassie and how are you guys?  
Semoga kalian happy dan kalian selalu semangat.  
One of my favourite moment, salah satu favorite momentku adalah ketika banyak yang 
comment dan bilang kalo video-video aku dapat melancarkan kalian dalam berbahasa Inggris.  
I think that super cool. 
Maka sering kali ketika aku buat video baik itu neror ataupun general, akupun sering banget 
pake bahasa Inggris dan aku langsung translate ke bahasa Indonesia.  
Dan sampai sekarang aku sering dapat request-request yang minta aku to share what tips atau 
bagi-bagi tips bahasa Inggris untuk memperlancar bahasa Inggris kalian.  
So, karna videoku tentang bahasa Inggris itu teakhir sembilan buan yang lalu kalo nggak 
salahh. hahaha 
Hari ini aku mau share kepada kalian, beberapa tips yang super simple yang bisa kalian pake 
instead of the English courses dibanding kalo kalian les bahasa Inggris.  
Karena menurut aku les bahasa Inggris itu tidak terlalu efektif, kalo aku ngeliatnya 
presentasenya itu kecil banget for people who actually successed dan bisa Bahasa inggris 
setelah les bertahun-tahun.  
So here four easy tips, empat tips gampang lainnya khusus buat kalian. 
Jadi kalo kalian nggak nonton video pertama dan kedua yang Nessy bikin tentang Bahasa 
inggris jadi nonton aja dulu.  
But, without any furthers a due, let‟s get to number one. 
Yang pertama, itu mentality atau mentalitas.  
When we talked about  language. Ketika kita ngomongin bahasa, orang itu hanya bisa sukses 
karna terpaksa terhadap keadaan atau bener-bener mau.  
Terpaksa karna keadaan itu artinya kalo kalian itu dipindahkan ke negara baru mau nggak 
mau kalian harus belajar bahasa negara itu, tapi kalo kalian nggak ada disituasi itu, satu-
satunya jalan yaitu dengan kemauan.  
Trust me! We cannot learn if we forced to do so. Kita nggak akan bisa belajar jika kita merasa 
terpaksa.  
Step pertama : buat diri kita percaya kalau kita mau. We want it. Dengan belajar bahasa ini 
aku bakal bisa ngerti culturenya, Aku bakal bisa bisa travel ke negaranya, cari teman baru, 
dan nggak harus baca subtitle kalau nonton. 
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Whatever is a motivation. Apapun motivasi kalian, bikin diri kalian mau belajar bahasa 
tersebut. 
Yang ke dua, set target kalian. Yang biasanya aku lakukan adalah aku bikin target, apa yang 
aku harus bisa capai dalam kurun waktu tertentu.  
For example, satu minggu dari sekarang aku akan tahu bahasa Inggris untuk semua hal yang 
ada dalam tas sekolahku. Berarti pencil, pan, pencil cage, book.  
Berarti semuanya aku targetkan that I will know it in a week. 
Dan satu tip penting dri aku, what carry out. Jadi mulailah dengan hal-hal yang paling deket 
dengan kalian. Kaya kata-kata semua barang yang ada didalam tasku. Next, kata-kata yang 
ada di meja belajarku. Next, kata-kata yang ada di dalam lemari baju. 
 Pokoknya mulailah dengan hal-hal yang paling deket sama kalian. 
Ke tiga, inilah tip yang sangant-sangat penting, penting..penting..penting banget. 
This one is soooooo importen buat kalian. Dan tip nya adalah find thing that excite you.  
Carilah sesuatu yang bener-bener menarik buat kalian. Bisa penyanyi, artis, tv show, stand up 
comedian, youtuber, pemain bola, boy band, girl band, atau apalah yang berhubungan sama 
Bahasa yang lagi kalian pelajari.  
Dan cari sessuatu yang bisa kalian stalk. 
Iya, stalking. Interview-interview-nya di YouTube, Instagram nya, twit-twit nya.  
Jadi secara gak langsung kalian belajar secara konstan Bahasa yang ingin kalian pelajari. 
Dulu pas aku lagi belajar bahasa Inggris, lagi jaman-jamannya kaya band-band pop punk. 
Mychemical Romance, Panic at The Disco, Muse.  
So, I were listen to their song dan dengan pronunciationnya juga. 
Terus aku hafalin lirik-lirik mereka. 
Dan aku tontonin semua interview-interview mereka di YouTube. 
Tapi menurut aku personly, emang paling seru dan paling membantu kalua kalian nonton 
YouTubers sih.  
Ya… hehehe.. 
Next. Dan tip yang terakhir adalah utilize social media at the smart phone that you own.  
Aku yakin majority dari kalian adalah pengguna social media dan pasti punya yang Namanya 
smart phone. So gunain. Social media itu berperan anget buaat ngebuat orang yang jauh 
terasa dekat.  
Kalian bisa gunain kaya Instagram, atau facebook.  
Carilah akun-akun yang bisa membantu kalian to learn about language. 
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And another thing is aplikasi. Banyak banget sekarang aplikasi-aplikasi buat kalian belajar 
Bahasa.  
Dan aku bakal rekomendasiin satu yang menurut aku berpengaruh banget. 
Dan ini aku juga personally pakai. Dan ini namanya “Hi Native”. 
Gampang banget. Selain aku cuman pakai kalua nggak salah tuh tweeter sama facebook login 
bisa pakai e-mail juga. Jadi basically, dengan apps yang satu ini kalian bisa nge-post question, 
bisa nge-post pertanyaan dan bakal dijawab sama orang yang fluent atau lancer Bahasa yang 
ingin kalian pelajari.  
At the crazy part, kalian bisa nge-post pertanyaan apapun kaya; apakah pronunciation saya 
benar?; ini bener nggak kalo kalimatnya saya tulis kayak gini?; ini artinya apa?;  dan juga 
native spikernya bisa jawab pake suara, pake visdeo, pake foto, pake text dan lain-lain. And I 
think that super cool.  
Dan kalian bakal dapat point juga kalo kalian mau bantu orang-orang yang lagi belajar 
Bahasa Indonesia.  
So it super fun, seru banget kaya game gitu.  
Iya, that‟s “hi Native”. Kalo kalian mau download ada di Appstore ada di playstore ya kalo 
android ya.  
Nanti aku taruh deh di description jadi biar gampang kalo kalian maau download. 
So, itu tadi tips-tips super mudah aku buat belajar Bahasa Ingris.  
Semoga membntu. Please comment dibawah kalo kalian punya tips-tips lainnya dan kita 
semua bisa belajar Bersama-sama.  
Comment juga dibawah kalo kalian merasa terbantu dan mau aku bikin video-video kaya gini 
lagi. Request aja dibawah.  
I hope you enjoy this video and find that useful.  
Semoga kalian seneng nontonnya dan juga terbantu.  
Share video ini ke temen-temen kalian yang juga teertarik untuk berbahasa Inggris dengan 
lancar. 
If you wanna see more videos, kalian bisa follow aku di Instagram dan tweeter. Gampang 
banget, “Nessie Judge” aja. 
Dan subscribe di channel ini  
Dan nyalain notificationnya biar kalian tahu kalo aku upload video baru. 
 Karena aku nggak sabra buat ketemu kalian lagi. 
Bye-bye. Muach 
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Transcription 2: Jawaban paling ngawur!! (or creative, u choose lol) 
Hii.. 
Hi guys, it‟s Nessie and how are you guys? Bagaimana kabarnya? Semoga masih semangat 
untuk menjalani minggu ini. 
Temen-temen yang masih sekolah atau kuliah, gimana kemarin UASnya?  
Aku tau banyak dari kalian yang dirumah kayak “ehh.. aduhh.. udah lupa pakai diingetin lagi” 
hehehehehe… 
Apalagi kalian-kalian yang nilainya belum keluar, I know the wait is the worst part. Sangat-
sangat menyakitkan. Bikin tidur itu nggak tenang. Tapi tergantung juga sih, apa kalian model 
orang kalo nunggu sesuatu, nunggu hasil itu setres, atau kalian model orang yang setelah 
ujian kaya… kaya… hehehehe… at least udah selesai. 
Comment di bawah.  
Tapi gimana ujiannya? Boleh dong cerita. Apakah susah? Apakah, ahh.. piece a cake.  
Nah kalo ngomongin ujian, menurut aku personally ujian itu nggak bias jadi satu-satunya 
tolak ukur kepintaran seseorang. Karena menurut aku, most of the time kebanyakan ujian itu 
cuman menguji daya ingat seseorang. But in reality, yang penting itu adalah ilmunya dan tahu 
cara mengaplikasikannya. Karena sometimes ada juga orang-orang yang pintar dan creative 
yang daya ingatnya kurang baik seperti aku, hashtag curhat hehehe. 
Yang begitu diuji ingatannya kaya…. Dime… kenapa aku harus ingat ini semua ketika ada 
google. Heehhehe.. 
Tapi balik lagi, aku sempet nyinggung orang-orang creative. Dan hari ini kita akan melihat 
jawaban-jawaban soal ujian paling creative. Kayanya sih dari anak-anak kecil. 
Kita akan lihat. So without any furthers due, lets get to the list. 
Okay guys, dan kita bakal mulai dari yang ini. 
Adit: Nama saya Adit. 
Rayhan: Nama saya Rayhan. 
Pretty solid. “Ketika ibu ke pasar dan kamu tidak ikut, perasaanmu?” “tidak apa-apa”. 
Loh kok disalahin? Kalo memang itu perasaannya? Karna memang mungkin gurunya meng 
expect “sedih”, “kecewa”, “heart broken”. Tapi dia kaya… ya gapapa.. hahaha.. 
Ooo.. kayanya ngga apa-apa itu juga bukan perasaan deh. Baik-baik saja harusnya perasaan 
ya. But, kan dia merasa “tidak apa-apa, mamah pergi aja, aku main PS dirumah hehehe.. 
Udah bagus malah nggak dibawa ke pasar, panas, bau ikan hehe.. nggak papa saya di rumah 
hehe.. 
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Next. Okay, next ada ini, esay.  
Komunikasi adalah hubungan antar makhluk hidup.  
RAM adalah R A dan M, ROM adalah R O dan M. perbedaan ada di hurufnya. 
Mungkin dia sudah sesetres itu guys, kayak “apa ya bedanya RAM dan ROM?”  hahahha.. 
“Nooooo”. Ya tapi nggak salah ya kan? Emang beda hurufnya. Satu RAM, and the other one 
is ROM, satu A satu O. mungkin gurunya kayak.. “aduuuuuhh.. nggak salah sih,” hehehhe.. 
Next. Oh my god, oh my god, ini dari Universitas Indonesia, Ay!! (nama orang) dari fakulas 
Teknik ya.. berarti ini temen kamuy a Ay hehehe.. Nooo.. nggak diakui dia hahaha..  
Ini jujur di mata aku udah kaya kode-kode nggak beraturan hehehe… karna aku nggak ngerti 
sama sekali. Harga nominal, fariasi arus. Okay I give up!! 
Kita lihat aja. Hah Nol (nilai ujian). Jujur maaf buk, saya nggak tau hahahha… 
At least he try. Ya kan. Setidaknya dia mencoba guys. Ini patut diacungin jempol. Setidaknya 
di awal dia mencoba, terus ditengah-tengah dia kayak “you know what”hahaha.. kayanya 
gurunya juga udah tau kalo saya nggak ngerti. Jadi honestly it‟s a best policy. Ya emang 
kejujuran itu adalah emang yang terbaik. Apa ya Bahasa indonesiannya?  
Ya ampun!! Dibawahnya masih ada!! Pergi ke hutan diterkam macan, macannya kabur diusir 
Mamat, terimakasih buk atas ilmu yang diberikan, semoga kelak berguna di dunia dan akhirat 
hahahha… kayanya dia tuh pas ngerjain ini, dia  melalui kaya “what do you call it?” 
“epiphany” gitu loh. Kayanya saya nggak cocok di fakultas Teknik. Mustinya saya masuk di 
fakultas ilmu Bahasa. Biar bias temenan sama Ay. Okay. Hehehe… 
Iya, kenapa dia nulis pantun ya kan? But, it‟s really good. Dan di bawahnya pun ibunya kayak 
“ ya. Amin ya robbal alamin. Kalo nggak lewat kamu ilmunya at least ke yang lain” hehehe.. 
waw.. boleh-boleh anak UI (Universitas Indonesia) ini.  
Pergi ke hutan diterkam macan, macannya kabur diusir Mamat, terima kasih buk atas ilmu 
ang diberikan, semoga berguna di dunia dan akhirat.  
Next. Nama: Ananta, kelas: 6a, SDN Cisarua. Bagaimana cara makhluk hidup berkembang 
biak dengan membelah diri? Jawaban: operasi sesar wkwkwkkw… ohhh noooo.. Ananta!! 
Hehehhe… berkembang biak dengan membelah diri, operasi sesar. Iya sih, dibelah sih, keluar 
makhluk lain. Hahaha… yaa ampuuun. Lets see jawaban lainnya Ananta.  
Sebutkan tanaman yang mengandung Yodium!. Jawab: enceng gondok. Emang iya ya? 
Karena gondok. (applause).  Bukannya malah kurang yodium? 
Apakah fungsi hati? Tempat menemukan cinta dan kasih sayang. Kebanyakan nonton 
sinetron kayaknya Ananta. 
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Tebu dan sagu menyimpan maakanan pada batang, sedangkan manusia menyimpan pada? 
Kulkas. Wkwkwk.. 
Okay, apa yang dimaksud dengan mamalia? Jawab: ibu dari seorang anak yang bernama Lia. 
Aduh Ananta.. kelas 6 ya. Nggak usah dilanjut deh sekolahnya. Hahaha… I‟m kidding, I‟m 
kidding, I‟m kidding. 12 tahun itu wajib, kalo kalian pintar. Kalo nggak, ya udahlah. Heheh.. 
bercanda, bercanda, bercanda.. 
Next. Next ada “Math” okay.  Titik elistisitasi depan ditentukan yaitu permintaan elastis. Itu 
disalahin. Buk, mohon bantuannya. Saya ingin seperti teman-teman yang lain mengikuti 
seminar dan ingin membanggakan kedua orang tua saya. Tolong buk luluskan mata kuliah 
whahaha.. kenapa dia curhat di bawah?. Dia pikir dosennya kaya “ohhh.. anak baik. Ingin 
membuat bangga orang tuannya. Tentu saya luluskan” “NO. You stupid, you stupid”. 
Next. Nama ibu Samuel adalah “Nama” 
Arti nama Samuel adalah “tangan Allah” 
Kita menerima berkat Tuhan melalui “orang tua” “betul” 
Tugas ayah “cari uang” 
Tugas ibu adalah “main Hp” wkwkwk 
Dia kenapa dragging her mom gini? Dia bener-bener kaya explose mom. Tapi ini tulisannya 
kaya tulisan anak kecil. Dan biasannya anak kecil tu nggak bohong. Ini bias-bisa yang 
dipanggil guru tuh malah orang tuannya.. “ehem, ibuk, ini kata anak ibuk, tugasnya ibuk tuh 
cuman main Hp ya?‟ now we very awkward. 
Next. Isilah titik-titik dibawah ini dengan benar!  
Energy yang dihasilkan lampu yang menyala adalah? “benar”. Owhh.. hahaha.. 
Setrika berguna untuk? “benar” 
Lampu neon menyala dengan terang apabila menggunakan energi? “benar” iya, benar sih 
hahaha.. nyala kalo energinya bener. 
TV jika tidak ditonton harus? “benar”  
Karena perintahnya adalah isi titik-titik ibawah ini dengan benar. Iya bener. Makanya dia 
jawab semuannya “benar”. Aduwhhh dek-dek. 
Next. Next ada ini. Gambarlah bangun segitiga sama kaki! Wuhahaha.. dan dia gambar 
segitiga dan kaki.  (applause). Tapi  ini yang dia gambar bukan segitiga sama kaki ya. Dia 
segitiga??? Ini segitiga sama kaki kan? Bener kan berarti. Cuman extra kaki aja. Apa salah? 
Owh nggak-nggak. Salah. Ini segitiga sama sisi yang dia gambar. kalo segitiga sama kaki tuh 
yang bawahnya sama, tapi ke atas beda. I can feel all the mess people judging me. Hehehe.. 
kasian!! Segitiga sama kaki (applause) 
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Next, mengenal cara dan hasil karya seni ekspresi. Pelangi ciptaan A.T. Mahmud. 
Oh ini lagu pelangi. 
Pelangi-pelangi alangkah indahmu.  
Merah kuning hijau di langit yang biru 
Pelukismu agung, siapa gerangan 
Pelangi-pelangi ciptaan A.T. Mahmud. Ehehehe.. ya bener. Hehehe.. 
Kasian, dia kayanya over think deh. Dia kaya terlalu banya memikirkan ini kaya “ciptaan 
siapa?” “oh.. kan ditulis di atas. Ciptaan A.T. Mahmud” wuhahahha.. 
Aaaaa… bukan  ciptaan Tuhan. 
Next. Ujian matematika. Whuaaaaaa. Kenapa nilainya nol. Coba kita lihat. 
Tulislah dengan kurang atau lebih!  
4…5 “atau” lima. Owh kasian.. dia piker di dalam kurung “atau” 
3,4 “atau” 3,04. Owhuhu 
Paman membeli permen sebanyak 6 toples. Aduh paling benci pertanyaan-pertanyaan kayak 
gini. Ngapain paman beli permen 6 toples? Buat apa paman? 
Tiap toples berisi 1.215 biji. Berapa biji permen yang dibeli sama paman? “banyyak”. Ya 
bener sih. Wkwkwk.. satunya aja 1.215 biji. Hahah.. dikalikan 6 berapa? Ya banyak hahaha.. 
Bisakah kamu menjawab 12x3 +4?  “bisa”. Ya ini udah dijawab sama dia “biasa” bener, 
hihihi..  kasian, kenapa nol? Jahat ya gurunya. Padahal dia creative hahaha.. 
Next. Gambar diatas menunjukkan hidup? “susah” hahahah..  ya ampun. Jujur amat. 
Next. Pemecahan masalah. Didi dan kawannya mau mengukur berapa panjang halaman 
sekolah, tapi tidak punya meteran. Bagaimana carannya? “Membeli meteran” (applause) the 
next presiden of Indonesia ini. Betul wkkw.. problem solved. Kalua dia nggak punya meteran 
gimana dia mau ukur?  Masak mau ngukur pakai jengkal? Tidak conducive. Benar.. benar.. 
benar.. dan ini pemecahan masalah ya kan? Problem solving. Genius so (applause) 
Next. Dan ini yang terakhir guys.  
10 = ten 
100 = teen 
1000 = teen 
10000= teeeen 
100000 = teeeeen 
Pingin ketemu rasanya, pingin nanya “kenapa “e” nya yang kamu panjangin, kenapa specific 
memilih “e” nya? Kenapa nggak “n” nya gitu?” segenius apa dia bisa menemukan ini? Pingin 
kaya haiii.. puakkk (gampar) huahahaha.. I‟m kidding. I‟m kidding ya, I‟m kidding.  
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But, anyways guys, aku mau tau dari kalian. Jawaaban mana yang menurut kalian paling 
wuhhhh. Kok bisa gitu loh, kok bisa anak kek gini masih disekolahin? Hahahha.. I‟m kidding 
hihhihii.. but truthly guys, aku beneran kidding kalo aku tuh bikin joke-joke kaya gitu. 
Karena menurut aku, education is very important. Pendidikan itu penting banget, penting 
banget buat semua orang karena mustinya alasan kita belajar di sekolah atau di university 
bukan cuma untuk mendapatkan nilai yang bagus, tapi untuk belajar, untuk memupuki ilmu, 
untuk menemukan peran dan fungsi kalian kelak di masyarakat. Will you be a doctor?, will 
you be an artist?  Apakah kalian akan jadi dokter? Apakah kalian akan jadi petani? Jadi 
pelaut? Staff broker? Real estate developer? pemotong rambut di salon? Semuannya peran 
yang penting di masyarakat.  So, missal kalian punya kesempatan untuk belajar, jangan disia-
siakan.  
Tapi aku mau denger dari kalian, pernahkah kalian menjawab pertanyaan dengan cara yang 
sangat creative kayak gini?  
Atau kalian pernah membaca atau menemukan jawaban yang lebih creative dan lucu? Bisa 
diceritain dan comment dibawah guys. As always ide-ide buat video-video selanjutnya. I 
hope that you guys enjoy to watch this video. Kalo misalkan kalian suka videonya, click like 
nya, follow aku di Instagram dan Tweeter. Gampang banget, “Nessie Judge” aja. Subscribe di 
channel ini dan nyalain notificationnya biar kalian tau kalo aku upload video baru karena aku 
nggak sabar guys buat ketemu sama kalian lagi.  
Bye-bye muuuach.. 
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Transcription 3: kok bisa KULIAH di EROPA?! Q&A + Giveaway 
 
Hi guys, how are you guys?  
Aku cuman mau bikin video ini buat bilang “thank you for two milion subscribers!!!”  
Thank you banget buat dua juta subscrbers. 
Thank you banget buat kalian yang udah share video, nyalain notificaton, dan juga subscrbe 
ke channel ini. 
Dan juga nyuruh temen-temen kalian untuk subscribe.your the best. 
Dan juga kemarin ketika aku lagi di Eropa, banyak banget dari kalian yang bilang “emhh.. 
kok Nessie nggak bikin vlog banyak waktu di Eropa?” 
Dan problem nya adalah karna aku sambil sekolah, jadi waktu aku nggak terlalu banyak buat 
ngevlog atau edit. 
Tapi don‟t worry, aku nggak lupa sama kalian. 
So, yang aku lakukan adalah buat klip-klip pendek dan juga jawabin pertanyaan-pertanyaan 
kalian di kota-kota yang aku datangtin. 
So, wthout any furthure due, enjoy the video.  
Good morning from Parague!! It may or may not snow today, but I‟m excited we guardless. 
Parague looks beautufull. 
Hi, aku sekarang lagi di Geneve, Switzerland dan sekarang aku lagi di depannya Jet d‟Eau.  
Jet‟Eau ini atau the water jet, jet air, adalah salah satu landmark yang paling terkenal di 
Geneve. Dan yang menarik adalah  dia lebih tinggi dari patung Liberty dan ketinggiannya 
mencapai 140 meter. Air yang keluar pun 500 liter per detik dengan kecepatan 200 kilometer 
per jam. So it‟s really fast a lot.  
But any ways, Alnaora Tanjna (salah satu follower tweeter Nessie) nanya “gimana caranya 
biar bisa kuliah di Eropa?”  
So, technically aku nggak kuliah di Eropa. Universitasku di Jakarta, International Business 
School mempunyai exchange program atau program pertukaran pelajar, dimana kalian bisa 
menghabiskan satu semester di luar negeri. Ada beberapa negara yang bisa kalian pilih, tapi 
aku pilih France.  
Buon Giorno!! (bahasa Italy “selamat pagi”) Aku di Milan, Italy sekarang. Dan kaneki ken 
(follower Nessie) nanya “Kak, emang kakak kuliah di Eropa bisa bahasa Eropa?” waahhh.. 
bahasa Eropa? Hehe.. kebanyakan negara di Eropa mempunyai bahasa mereka sendiri-sendiri. 
However I can speak English, aku bisa bahasa Inggrs dan bahasa Inggris itu adalah bahasa 
universal, bisa dipakai di semua negara. And next 
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Hi, aku sekarang lagi di Zurich, Switzerland dan Indoy Doyy (follower Nessie) nanya, “Kak 
Nessie bakal lama nggak d Eropannya? Berapa tahun?” dan aku dsini cuman one semester, so 
I‟ll be back January. Next. 
Aku sekarang lagi di (tidak terdengar „sebuah nama kota di Itali‟) dan GSHL BIF (salah satu 
follower Nessie) nanya, “Kak milih jurusan apa kuliahnya? Apa alasannya? Dan apa 
rekomendasi jurusan buat semua orang?”  
Jurusan kulah aku adalah business. Alasannya karena aku suka business. Papaku adalah 
pebisnis. Dari kecil kita selalu dikenalkan dengan dunia Business so I love it. Apapun interest 
yang aku punya, aku pasti bakalan bisa mencari Business what i love. Rekomendas jurusan 
buat semua orang, kalan harus tau apa yang kalian suka. Karena kalan akan kerja dan 
menghidupi kalian dengan jurusan itu. Jadi make sure kalian cari jurusan yang kalian cintai 
untuk pekerjaan yang kalian minati. Next. 
Hi, aku masih di Zurich, Switzarland. Dan Hero Puff 21 (follower Nessie) nanya “kakak 
ultahnya kapan kak? Bikin nerror tentang BTS atau k-pop dong” ulang tahun aku October 
30th, jad sebentar lagi atau mungkin kalau kalian nonton ini mungkin udah selesai.bikin 
“nerror” (salah satu konten YouTube Nessie) tentang BTS atau  k-pop! Kemarin ketika 
dicoba kayaknya.. hahaha.. walaupun di request juga banyak yang kurang happy. Jadi kalo 
aku bahas BTS di “Nerror” ya.. I don‟t know karena serem banget ya reaksinnya some of the 
fans. Tapi misalkan banyak dari kalian yang request, ada topik yang seru juga. So, let me 
know di bawah. Comment aja. 
Hi guys, aku lagi di Eifel tower. Dan ini lampunya lagi nyala. Anyway, Evy Fermanstya 
Sugarto (follower Nessie) nanya, “gimana silsilah keturunan kakak? Ada yang bule atau 
Arab? Explain!” semua udah aku jelasin di biography Instagram aku. Jadi buat kalan yang 
belum follow, follow Nesse Judge di Instagram and stalk there.  
Nayaka Danang (follower Nessie) nanya, “kuliah dimana kak?” aku kuliah di IPMI 
International Business School, di Jakarta. Tapi di France sekolahnya namanya...(tidak 
terdengar). 
Hi guys, aku sekarang lagi di Santiago Bernabeu stadium, stadionnya Real Madrid di Madrid, 
Spanyol. One fact, aku dari SMP suka banget sama dua club. Manchester United sama Real 
Madrid. So this is the dream come true. I love it uhhhh. But, anyway Emmanuela Cute 
(Follower Nessie) nanya, “negara yang mau di datangi tapi belum kesampaian apa nih?” dan 
buat aku itu Greece. Aku pingin banget ke Greece dan liat Santorini (salah satu nama kota di 
Greece) kayanya cantik banget tapi itu belum kesampaian. So, hopely soon, secepatnya aku 
bisa liat Santorini. Doan, Next. 
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Aku sekarang lagi di depannya Sansiro Stadium. Home base nya Inter Milan sama Ac Milan. 
Ini aku beli dua souvenir. Ada ini, Inter Milan sam Ac Milan. Jadi make sure kalian 
subscribe. Jadi nanti aku bakal liat siapa yang paling active dan aku bakalan kasih ke 
siapapun yang mau, hehehe. 
Eci Gebi (follower Nessie) nanya, “kak Nessie sekalian vlogin kegiatan kakak disana dong”. 
Aku nggak tau kalo itu bakalan menarik buat kalian atau nggak. Kalo misalkan kalian mau 
liat keseharian aku di France, tonton aja video ini udah aku upload kok. Yah.. next. 
Syafalafafannah.. hemhemhem.. so, kayak yang kalan liat tadi, dibeberapa kota. Khususnya 
kota-kota yang mempunyai stadium sepak bola. Stadion? Stadium? Stadion? Stadium? 
Aku coba beli oleh-oleh buat kalian for give away. Aku tau nggak semua orang seneng 
football club. Tapi aku nggak tau ini bagusnya gimana. Apa dua orang dapet dua item, satu-
satu?  
Yesss I got gelang dari Barcelona. Ini yang biasanya geratis dari ivent-ivent. Hahaha.. tapi ini 
aku bayar dari Real Madrid.  
Ini.. apa sih nih? Handuk? Keset? Shawl? Haha.. dari Inter Milan dan shawl yang sama dari 
Ac Milan. Karena aku nggak tau ini pembagiannya gimana. Jadi mungkin ini nanti tuh 
bakalan lebih seru kalo only one person menang semuannya. Mungkin kalan yang suka 
semuanya. But whatever, ini kan oleh-oleh. Simpen aja. Atau mungkin cewek-cewek yang 
mau ngasih hadiah buat cowoknya. Atau mungkin cowok-cowok yang mau ngasih hadiah 
buat ceweknya yang suka bola. Jangan dijual yang jelas, hehehe.. 
Cara dapetinnya gampang banget. Make sure kalian udah subscribe, follow aku di Instagram 
dan juga Tweeter nanti aku bakalan check. Dan juga share di comment dan Instagram story 
kenapa kalian harus menang gve away ini. Pakai hastagh give away nessie. So itu aja sih. 
Please jangan marah ke aku karena aku nggak lupa sama kalian sama sekali and I don‟t think 
I can, aku nggak mungkin lupa sama kalan.  
So, malam ini ada dua video. Jangan lupa kalian tonton dua-duanya. Video ini, dan yang satu 
video yang kalian request  udah lama, konspirasnya Jessica dan Mirna. Upps.. spoiler. 
So ya.. I love you so much and I will see you on the next video. 
Bye-bye muach muach muach. 
